Meow Libs (Mad Libs)
Synopsis
Calling all cat lovers! Our newest original Mad Libs features 21 silly stories all about our furry feline friends! You can buy one for yourself and all 27 of your cats!
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Customer Reviews
Our family loves cats, and our family loves Mad Libs, so it should be a given that "Meow Libs" would be a hit. Sadly, this fill-in-the-blank activity has been a big disappointment. The stories aren't funny and don't flow very well. This is not up to the usual Mad Libs standards. Very bummed.

My granddaughter and I were playing it this morning. She and I laughed and enjoyed it very much. It is still as funny as I remember it as a kid.

Not as funny as I thought it would be

These Mad Libs are absolutely adorable! Lots of fun for all ages! I do test these products out myself and give a very honest review. I am one that reads the reviews carefully when making purchases so I appreciate those who take the time to post reviews! If my review has been helpful to you, please give me a "Yes" vote on my review!
My 10 year old loved it

Always enjoyed Mad Libs. This cat version was pretty good. Played it over the Holidays and had a great time. Still laughing about some of the sentences we made.

I sent these to my 10-year-old at sleepaway camp and they had so much fun with them. Definitely recommend! This is going on my gift-bag list for friends

Daughter loved this. Provided hours of family fun. They don’t even realize they are practicing sentence structure and practicing literary skills.
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